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Abstract—When a fault occurs in transmission lines, first, it is
detected, then classified, and finally, located by a distance pro-
tection. Having a fast fault detection approach helps saving the
required time for the whole protection procedure. In this paper, a
novel method for fault detection of transmission lines based on the
summation of squared three-phase currents (SSC) and a moving
average technique is proposed. The SSC is constant during a nor-
mal condition of the network, while it has considerable variation
under a fault condition. Using a moving average concept, a cri-
terion is defined, by which fault occurrence can be detected. The
proposed fault detection method is evaluated in four different sys-
tems: a typical 5-bus system, a typical double-circuit transmission
line, WSCC 9-bus system, and a laboratory small-scaled system.
The results confirm a high degree of accuracy and speed of the
proposed approach. Moreover, the performance of the method
is compared with some other similar methods from different
aspects.

Index Terms—Distance relay, fault detection, moving average,
transmission line (TL).

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Literature Review

TRANSMISSION lines (TLs) are vital channels of conven-
tional power systems because power transmission through

them is the sole path for power delivery from generation units
to load centers. These lines pass through impassable areas with
a high possibility of fault occurrence because of experiencing
severe environmental conditions. Therefore, protection of TLs
is one of the critical topics for operators of power systems. There
are several approaches for protection of TLs, among which dis-
tance protection is more efficient. In general, a distance protec-
tion has three series stages including detection, classification,
and location [1]. Here, the aim is to promote the performance
of the detection stage of this protection.

In addition to fault detection, the required information for the
next steps is gathered in the fault detection stage. Fault type is
determined in a fault classification stage, and the distance of the
fault from the protection relay is estimated in a fault location
stage. In these consecutive stages, classification and location
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steps will be performed when the fault is detected by the first
stage. Therefore, having a fast protection scheme depends on
the speed of the detection approach. Fault classification step
should also be accomplished precisely because its information
is required for the other steps [2]–[5].

Up to now, many techniques have been proposed for fault
detection in TLs [6]–[11]. These techniques can be classified
into several groups as follows:

A) signal processing-based techniques [12], [13];
B) phasor-based techniques [14];
C) artificial intelligence (AI)-based techniques [15]–[17];
D) traveling wave-based techniques [18], [19];
E) miscellaneous techniques [20]–[22].
Fig. 1 shows different approaches of the mentioned groups.
There are some indices that can be utilized to compare these

techniques including fault detection speed, accuracy, computa-
tional burden, flexibility for different fault scenarios and sys-
tems, input signals, and sampling rate. Table I represents a qual-
itative comparison between the groups and proposed method.
Group A contains signal processing-based techniques such as
wavelet transform-based methods [12] and Fourier transform-
based ones [13]. Group B includes phasor-based techniques
such as voltage rms-based methods, current rms-based meth-
ods as well as voltage and current rms-based ones [14]. Group
C comprises techniques based on AI such as artificial neural
network [15], support vector machine [16], and decision tree
[17]. Group D involves traveling wave-based techniques [18],
[19]. Other techniques that are not included in the previously
mentioned groups are gathered in Group E, entitled miscella-
neous group. This group contains techniques such as correlation-
based methods [20], fuzzy logic-based methods [21], sequential
component-based ones [22], etc.

The main conclusions of the presented comparison in Table I
can be addressed as follows.

1) Group A: Input signals of this group are usually three-
phase currents, preferred over the methods that require
both voltage and current signals. Generally, delay time
of this group is about 5 ms, which is high enough. High
computational burden is the main drawback of this group.
Also, settings of these techniques should be readjusted
to work properly for different systems. The accuracy of
this group highly depends on the tuning of the methods
for under-study systems. In comparison with the other
methods, they have lower accuracy in general. Moreover,
they need a high sampling frequency to have acceptable
performance.
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Fig. 1. Techniques utilized for TL fault detection in different groups.

TABLE I
QUALITATIVE COMPARISON BETWEEN DIFFERENT GROUPS AND PROPOSED METHOD

2) Group B: All features of this group depend on the selected
phasor estimation method. If the method is not selected
properly, their performance degrades dramatically. Con-
sidering the presented comparison, this group is not a good
option for the detection.

3) Group C: Although the AI-based approaches are able to
detect faults efficiently, considerable amount of training
effort for having a good performance is one of the main
disadvantages of these methods. For the power systems
that have a wide variation of operating conditions, this
problem is more considerable.

4) Group D: The main requirement of techniques in this
group is high sampling rate measurement devices. Al-
though the methods of this group are fast and accurate,
utilizing the high sampling rate measurement devices af-
fects the advantages, considerably.

5) Group E: Low computational burden and no need of a
high sampling frequency rate are the main merits of this
group. However, some limitations in terms of increasing
the accuracy and speed exist. Moreover, fault location,
fault resistance, and fault inception angle have consider-
able impacts on their performance.

Some of the common situations in which the already pre-
sented methods have some shortcomings and may have wrong
operation are complexity in modern power systems, faults with

high resistances, power swing situations, heavy load switching
into TLs, presence of noise in measured waveforms, effect of
mutual coupling in double-circuit TLs, permanent change in
effective factors associated with the fault in TL, i.e., fault in-
ception angle, fault location, different load angles, etc. These
conditions may affect voltage and current waveforms at initial
moments after fault occurrence, which may lead to malfunction-
ing of the protection algorithms. As a result, finding a reliable,
accurate, and fast fault detection technique is an open problem
in distance protection of TL, yet.

B. Aim and Contribution

In this paper, a novel protection scheme is proposed to detect
faults in TLs. The method is based on three-phase currents and
a moving average concept. Procedure of the proposed method
starts with the calculation of the summation of squared three-
phase currents (SSC). In the next stage, a 10 ms moving window
with 1 ms sliding time step as the moving average is applied
to the SSC. The SSC is constant during normal operation of
the system, but it experiences considerable variation in fault
situation. Considering these changes, a novel criterion based
on the moving average technique is defined to identify faults.
The proposed method is evaluated using four different systems
under various conditions. The results confirm that faults can
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be detected in less than 1.7 ms after fault occurrence with a
desirable accuracy.

Considering the discussion in Table I, the main contributions
of the proposed method can be summarized as follows.

1) processing only one signal, which is a combination of
three-phase current signals;

2) low computational burden and cost efficient as there is no
need of a voltage transformer;

3) no need of readjusting for different network structures;
4) taking into account heavy load connection in the evalua-

tion of the method;
5) having relatively high accuracy and speed.

C. Paper Organization

In the rest of the paper, Section II presents a detailed explana-
tion about the proposed fault detection method. In Section III,
the utilized systems for evaluation of the method are introduced.
Section IV explains the performance of the proposed method un-
der different conditions. Section V describes the comparison of
the method with some other similar techniques. Finally, conclu-
sions are given in Section VI.

II. PROPOSED FAULT DETECTION METHOD

In the presented method, measured instantaneous three-phase
currents are the input signals. Having instantaneous currents
from one end of the TL, SSC is defined as follows:

SSC = i2A (t) + i2B (t) + i2C (t) (1)

where iA , iB , and iC are three-phase currents measured at
relay location. This signal is constant during normal operation of
power systems, but it has abrupt change after a fault occurrence.

In order to confirm this claim, first it is assumed that the
measured three-phase currents of the TL are as follows:

iA (t) = ImA cos (ωt + ϕA )

iB (t) = ImB cos (ωt + ϕB − 120◦)

iC (t) = ImC cos (ωt + ϕC + 120◦) (2)

where ImA , ImB , and ImC are the maximum values of three-
phase currents and ϕA , ϕB , and ϕC are the relevant phase
angles. Two situations are considered for this assessment, which
are discussed as follows.

A. Normal Condition

Transmission networks can be assumed balanced and sym-
metric in normal operation [23]. Under this condition, the maxi-
mum values of three-phase currents and phase angles are almost
equal, as presented in (3). The phase angles are also assumed as
follows for more simplification

ImA = ImB = ImC = Im

ϕA = ϕB = ϕC = ϕ

ωt + ϕ = θ. (3)

Therefore, SSC can be calculated as follows:

SSCnormal = I2
m[

3
2

+
cos (2θ)

2
+

cos (2θ − 240◦)
2

+
cos (2θ + 240◦)

2

]
. (4)

In (4), the resultant of three sinusoidal terms is zero and
therefore

SSCnormal =
3
2
I2
m . (5)

From (5), it is confirmed that the value of SSC is constant
during normal operation of the system.

B. Fault Condition of the System

Fault current signals in TLs generally have a dc offset compo-
nent, which can be expressed as decaying exponential functions
[23]. Generally, fault current signals for each phase can be rep-
resented as follows:

i (t) = I0e
− t

τ + I ′m cos (ωt + ϕ′) . (6)

In (6), I0 and τ are magnitude and time constant of the decay-
ing dc offset, respectively. Also, it is obvious that the maximum
value of current I ′m and phase angle ϕ′ is different under fault
and normal conditions.

Here, a three-phase symmetrical fault is considered as a typ-
ical fault for discussion about the variation of SSC signals con-
sidering a fault current signal presented in (6). However, the
study can be developed for any other fault types by the same
approach. Also, it is assumed that the decaying dc component
appears in all the phases. Moreover, the maximum value, phase
angle, dc offset magnitude, and time constant for all the phases
are considered identical

SSCfault = I ′2m cos2 (θ′) + I ′2m cos2 (θ′ − 120◦)

+ I ′2m cos2 (θ′ + 120◦) + 3I2
0 e−

2 t
τ + 2I0I

′
m e−

t
τ

[cos (θ′) + cos (θ′ − 120◦) + cos (θ′ + 120◦)] .
(7)

Here, SSC can be written as

SSCfault =
3
2
I ′2m + 3I2

0 e−
2 t
τ . (8)

Equation (8) shows that SSC changes over time under the
fault condition. Moreover, the constant term in this equation
is different from the corresponding term under the normal
condition.

To make a suitable criterion for detection of the change in
SSC, a moving average is applied to this signal. The moving
average for a given discrete signal like xn (t) in a window with
length T0 is defined by [24]

MAn =
1
T0

t∑
n=t−T0

xn (t) (9)

in which MAn denotes the moving average of signal x(t) in the
nth window. In the proposed method, moving average is applied
to the SSC signal with the window length of 10 ms and the time
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step of 1 ms. The proposed fault detection criterion (FDC) is
defined as the ratio of each window’s average for the SSC signal
to its last window average as follows:

FDCn =
MAn

MAn−1
. (10)

Value of FDC is very close to one under the normal condition.
But, it has some deviations from one under the fault condition.
Since the value of the SSC signal is constant in the normal
operation, mean values of two typical consecutive windows are
equal. Consequently, the ratio of them, named FDC, is very
close to one. The minor deviations of FDC from unity under this
condition refer to the presence of different noises in the signals.
By comparing this value with a predefined threshold, the fault
can be detectable. If FDC exceeds a predefined threshold, it is
detected as a fault.

The following equation defines this logic for fault detection
in TLs. In this equation, nf in FDCnf determines the window
in which the fault is detected and parameter TH denotes the
threshold

FDCnf > TH → Fault. (11)

Value of the threshold is considered 1.1 based on plenty of
simulations and experiments. This threshold is constant for dif-
ferent systems because the proposed FDC is a self-comparing
index and it is not related to the magnitude of the SSC signal.
It should be mentioned that the selection of the threshold for
fault detection techniques is a challenging task, which can be
accomplished by different approaches. In this paper, a straight-
forward method named Otsu thresholding method is considered
to set the threshold. More information about this method can be
found in [25] and [26].

Flowchart of the proposed method is shown in Fig. 2(a).
Fig. 2(b) and (c) shows SSC signal and corresponding FDC
for a typical single line to ground fault. Fig. 2(b) demonstrates
the SSC signal with the relevant processing windows. Window
n + 4 is the first window, which includes samples relevant to
the fault. In Fig. 2(c), the corresponding FDC is presented. As
shown, the fault is detected in window n + 6.

Heavy load switching is generally similar to the fault condi-
tion in TLs. A considerable number of fault detection algorithms
may have wrong operation under this condition. One of the main
advantages of the proposed method is discrimination between
heavy load switching and fault conditions with a desirable ac-
curacy. Fig. 3 shows a comparative graph of the SSC signal
for fault conditions [including single line to ground (LG), dou-
ble lines to ground (LLG), line-to-line (LL), and three phases
(3L)] and heavy load switching conditions (including capacitor
bank switching, reactor switching, and resistive and resistive–
inductive loads switching). As observed, the variation of SSC
signals is different under normal and faulty conditions. In the
proposed method, this difference is utilized to separate heavy
loads switching from faults.

Fig. 2. (a) Flowchart of the proposed method. (b) SSC signal for a typical LG
fault and the moving windows. (c) Corresponding FDC of the fault.

III. TEST CASE SYSTEMS

In this section, four different power systems including a typ-
ical 5-bus system, a typical double-circuit TL, a WSCC 9 bus
system, and a laboratory small-scaled system for the evalua-
tion of the proposed method are introduced. In the following,
specifications of the systems are presented in more detail.
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Fig. 3. SSC signal for different faults and heavy loads switching conditions.

A. First System: A Typical 5 Buses System

This system is a five-buses network, which has been utilized in
[8] and [27]. It is simulated in MATLAB/SIMULINK software,
and its single line diagram is shown in Fig. 4(a). This system
has two generators, four transformers, and two loads connected
to buses 4 and 5. The detailed parameters of the system are as
follows.

1) Generators: rated LL voltage is 20 kV, three-phase short-
circuit power is 1000 MVA, frequency is 50 Hz, and X/R
ratio is 10. Voltage phase angle of generators 1 and 2 is 0°
and –10°, respectively.

2) Transformers: rated power is 600 MVA, voltage ratio
is 20/230 kV with delta-star-grounded connection, with
0.002 + j0.1 p.u. impedance.

3) Lines: All line impedances are 0.02 + j0.15 Ω/km with
negligible capacitance. Lines 1–2, 2–3, 3–4, 4–1, and 5–2
are 50, 35, 60, 20, and 25 km, respectively.

4) Loads: rated LL voltage is 20 kV and the frequency is
50 Hz. The active and reactive powers of load 1 are
500 MW and 100 MVAr, respectively. The active and
reactive powers of load 2 are 100 MW and 50 MVAr,
respectively.

Simulation time step is set as 100 μs, which makes 200 sam-
ples per cycle in a 50 Hz system (sampling frequency is 10 kHz).
Line between bus 1 and bus 2 is selected for the investigation.
Current signals are captured from one end of the line. More
than 350 different test cases in this system are considered for
evaluating the proposed method.

B. Second System: A Typical Double-Circuit TL

This double-circuit TL is a common system, which has been
utilized for evaluating the effect of mutual coupling between
the circuits [28]. This system consists of a double-circuit TL
with 220 kV and 100 km, connected to two sources at both
ends. Short-circuit capacity of the sources is 1.25 GVA and

Fig. 4. Employed systems for the evaluation. (a) A typical 5 buses system [8],
[27]. (b) A typical double-circuit based system [28]. (c) WSCC 9 buses system
[29]. (d) Laboratory small-scaled system.

their X/R is 10. The double-circuit TL is simulated in MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK software using the distributed parameter line
model. The required data at the beginning of the TL are captured
with the sampling frequency of 10 kHz. More than 100 different
test cases for each circuit (more than 200 cases for the system)
are considered for the evaluation of the proposed method. The
detailed parameters of the TL and single line diagram of the
system are presented in Table II and Fig. 4(b).

C. Third System: WSCC 9 Bus System

This system is a simplified version of Western System Co-
ordinating Council (WSCC) as an equivalent system, which is
simulated in PSCAD/EMTDC. Single line diagram of a WSCC
9 buses system is shown in Fig. 4(c). This test system consists
of nine buses, three generators, three transformers, six TLs, and
three loads, in which the nominal frequency is 60 Hz.

Primary voltages of the transformers are 18 kV and their sec-
ondary voltages are 230 kV. Detailed parameters of this system
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TABLE II
PARAMETERS OF THE DOUBLE-CIRCUIT TL [28]

have been reported in [29]. In this case study, the TL between
bus 7 and bus 8 is considered. About 100 different test cases are
simulated. Sampling frequency of currents and voltages signals
is considered 10 kHz.

D. Fourth System: Laboratory Small-Scale System

In order to validate the performance of the proposed method in
practice, a simple power system was implemented as a low-scale
laboratory test bench. The system currents and voltages data
were gathered using a data logger with the sampling frequency
of 7.8 kHz. Fig. 4(d) shows the implemented system in more
detail. More than 60 test cases with different conditions of the
fault are gathered for evaluating the proposed method.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS

Different scenarios are considered for the systems. These
conditions are different types of faults, faults with high resis-
tance, faults near boundaries, heavy load switching, presence of
noise in signals, power swing situation, mutual coupling effect
in double-circuit TLs, intercircuit faults in double-circuit TLs,
faults in a series-compensated TL, CT saturation effect, and ex-
perimental data. In the following, the capability of the method
is evaluated in these situations.

A. Various Fault Types

To simulate this condition, a fault is applied at the middle of
the line between bus 1 and bus 2 in the first system at 220 ms. In
this case, it is supposed that the fault and ground have very small
resistances. Fig. 5(a), (b), (c), and (d) are the SSC signal and their
FDC for LG fault, LL fault, LLG fault, and 3L fault, respectively.
In these figures, the blue and green circles indicate the windows
at which the samples relevant to the fault are entered and the
fault is detected, respectively. Delay of the proposed method
is determined by subtraction of the green circle numbers from
the blue ones. For example, in Fig. 5(b), the fault is applied at
window number 211 and it is detected at window number 212
with a delay time of 1 ms.

B. Faults With High Resistances

Detection of high resistance faults is a challenge for most of
the algorithms [30]. There is a certain value of the high resistance
fault, at which the algorithms may not be able to detect correctly.

Fig. 5. SSC signals and their FDCs for different fault types in the first system
with negligible fault resistance. (a) LG fault. (b) LL fault. (c) LLG. (d) 3L fault.

For evaluation of the proposed method, in this case, a three-
phase fault with 300 Ω is applied at time 220 ms in the first
system. As observed in Fig. 6, this case is detected after 1 ms.
The proposed method is able to detect faults with the resistance
about 300 Ω in the first system, 260 Ω in the second system, and
350 Ω in the third system.

C. Faults Near Boundaries

Faults near boundaries are one of the major challenges for
the fault detection methods [31]. These fault types contain two
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Fig. 6. SSC signal and its FDC for the LLL fault in the first system with the
fault resistance of 300 Ω.

Fig. 7. SSC signals and their FDCs for faults near boundaries in the first
system. (a) Far-end fault with the fault resistance of 320 Ω. (b) Close-in fault
with negligible resistance.

conditions including far-end faults and close-in ones. Far-end
faults are the faults that occur far from the relay location and
close-in faults are faults that occur near the relay location.

In order to evaluate the proposed technique in case of far-end
faults, different fault types at different locations (between 85%
and 99% away from the relay location at bus 1 of the first system)
are simulated. Also, to evaluate the performance of the method
in case of close-in faults, various near faults at locations about
1–5% away from the relay location are considered. Fig. 7(a)
shows the SSC and FDC for a typical LG fault occurring at
220 ms at location 95% of the mentioned line (47.5 km) as a
far-end fault. Fault resistance is considered 320 Ω to simulate
the worst case. It is observed that the fault is detected 3 ms after
fault occurrence.

In Fig. 7(b), a close-in LG fault occurs at 220 ms at location
2.5% of the line (1.25 km). The proposed method can detect it

Fig. 8. FDC for different heavy load switching conditions in the first system.

after 1 ms. In this case, fault resistance is considered a small
value to simulate the worst case.

D. Heavy Load Switching

One of the advantages of the proposed method is discrimina-
tion between faults and heavy load switching conditions with
a desirable accuracy. When a heavy load is connected to the
network, the TL current increases, significantly. This condition
is very similar to fault occurrence in the TL, which results in
wrong operation of the detection methods. Five different situ-
ations are considered in the first system to assess the perfor-
mance of the proposed approach. Fig. 8 shows these situations
that are relevant to switching of a resistive load with 200 MW,
an inductive–resistive load with 200 MW and 200 MVAR, a
resistive-capacitive load with 200 MW and 200 MVAR, a re-
actor with 200 MVAR, and a capacitor bank with 100 MVAR
to the secondary side of the transformer connected to bus 5. As
observed, FDC of the heavy load connections does not exceed
the threshold and so the method does not have wrong operation.
The results for second and third systems are similar to the results
of the first system.

E. Presence of Noise in the Measured Signals

Generally, measured signals captured from real power sys-
tems contain noises [12]. Therefore, in order to simulate the
noisy condition in the gathered data of real power systems,
three white Gaussian noises with 20, 30, and 40 dB signal-to-
noise ratios (SNRs) are added to the measured signals of the
first system. Any SNR value of a signal is calculated by

SNR = 10 log
Ps

Pn
(dB) (12)

in which Pn is the power of the noise and Ps is the power
(variance) of the signal. Fig. 9 displays the SSC signal for three
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Fig. 9. SSC signals and their FDCs for different noisy conditions in the first
system.

Fig. 10. SSC signal and its FDC for power swing situation in the first system.

different noisy conditions and the corresponding FDCs. The
results confirm that the proposed method can preserve its per-
formance under noisy conditions.

F. Power Swing Situation

In this case, the effect of power swing phenomena on the
performance of the proposed scheme is studied. Power swings
in electrical networks may occur because of system faults, line
switching, generator outage, and disconnection of large loads.
In these situations, electrical power has sudden variations, while
the input mechanical power of generators remains constant. The
injected energy by the rotors would increase the rotor angular
velocity, which in turn leads to power swings. False operation
of distance relays under the power swing condition is a common
challenge. Therefore, the fault detection unit of distance relay
should discriminate power swing phenomenon from the fault
condition [32].

In the first system, assume that the voltage angle of G1 varies
up to 45° with 1 Hz frequency at time 210 ms for emulation
of power swing. Since dynamic of this variation is low, the
proposed method does not have wrong operation under this
condition, as shown in Fig. 10.

G. Double-Circuit TLs Challenges

Fault detection in double-circuit TLs is a challenging task
because of the mutual coupling effect between both the circuits
and incidence of intercircuit faults [33].

Fig. 11. FDC of each circuit in a double-circuit TL for different faults. (a) LG
fault in circuit 1. (b) Intercircuit A1B2 fault. (c) Intercircuit A1B2G fault.

For simulating the effect of mutual coupling on the pro-
posed method, an LG fault is applied to circuit 1 of the second
system. Fig. 11(a) shows the corresponding FDC for each cir-
cuit in this situation, in which FDC1 and FDC2 are relevant to
circuits 1 and 2, respectively. It is obvious that the proposed
method can detect circuit 1 as a faulty circuit, straightforwardly.

Intercircuit faults are the faults that occur between two differ-
ent phases of the circuits at the same location in double-circuit
TLs. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method in
these types of faults, two different conditions are considered
including fault occurrence as A1B2 (phase A of circuit 1 and
phase B of circuit 2) and fault occurrence as A1B2G (phase A of
circuit 1 and phase B of circuit 2 are faulty phases with ground
connection).

Fig. 11(b) and (c) shows the corresponding FDC for each
circuit under the above-mentioned intercircuit faulty conditions.
As seen, the proposed method detects both circuits as a faulty
circuit under the mentioned faulty conditions, successfully.
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Fig. 12. SSC signal and its FDC for an LG fault in the third system with a
series-compensated TL.

H. Faults in a Series-Compensated TL

Series compensation has been proven as a quite advanta-
geous approach in long-distance power transmission. By re-
ducing inductive reactance of TLs, the power transfer capacity,
power losses, and the steady state as well as transient stabil-
ity of the system can be improved. Despite all the mentioned
benefits, these devices also produce some problems for the sys-
tems’ protections. During a fault in a series-compensated TL,
impedance characteristic of the network will be nonlinear and
high-frequency noise will be generated. Consequently, signifi-
cant distortions may appear in voltage and current waveforms,
which may lead to false operation of the detection methods [34].
To simulate this condition, a series capacitor that provides 60%
of compensation is located in the middle of the line between
buses 7 and 8 in the third system. For the protection of the ca-
pacitor against overvoltage, a metal oxide varistor is utilized.
For assessment of the method, plenty of simulations are carried
out under this condition. Fig. 12 shows a typical result, in which
an LG fault with 50 Ω is applied in the front of a series capacitor
(fault location is 70% of the TL length). As observed, the fault
is detected after 1 ms of fault occurrence.

I. CT Saturation Effect

Current transformers (CTs) may be saturated because of large
amplitude of fault current and the presence of decaying dc offset.
CT saturation causes severe distortion in the measured current
waveform, which may cause wrong operation of fault detection
algorithms with current as input signals [35]. In order to evaluate
the effect of CT saturation on the performance of the proposed
fault detection algorithm, some saturable CTs are used to mea-
sure the current of the TL shown in Fig. 4. The CTs are 1600 A/5
A, 25 VA and they saturate at 7.5 p.u. The capability of the pro-
posed method was evaluated under this condition using many
simulations. As a typical result, a 3L fault with 20 Ω resistance
considering the CT saturation effect with the relevant SSC and
FDC is shown in Fig. 13. It is obvious that the algorithm is able
to detect the fault within 2 ms after fault inception. The test
results confirm the capability of the suggested algorithm even
for high dc offsets, which lead to CT saturation.

Fig. 13. SSC signal and its FDC for an LLL fault in the first system with CT
saturation.

Fig. 14. Evaluation of the method using experimental data. (a) Voltage and
current waveforms of the faulty phase during an LG fault in the fourth system.
(b) SSC signal and its FDC under this condition.

J. Experimental Data

For final evaluation, the proposed fault detection method is
assessed by some gathered experimental data from different
experiments carried out on the laboratory system. A typical
voltage and current waveforms for an LG fault are shown in
Fig. 14(a). In this figure, only the waveforms of faulty phase
are displayed. Fig. 14(b) shows the corresponding SSC signal
and FDC for this fault. From this figure, it is evident that the
proposed method can detect the fault after 2 ms.

K. Sensitivity Analysis

The sensitivity of the proposed algorithm is assessed under
different fault conditions including fault types, fault resistances,
fault location, and fault inception time. The results are presented
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TABLE III
SENSITIVITY OF THE PROPOSED METHOD TO DIFFERENT FAULT CONDITIONS

in Table III. It should be mentioned that all simulation and
experimental data were considered in this analysis. In Table III,
Rf denotes the value of fault resistance, Df denotes the fault
location as percentage of TL length, and Tf indicates the angle
of fault occurrence. The analysis is performed for a wide range
of the mentioned fault conditions.

As observed in Table III, the elapsed time for fault identi-
fication dramatically increases in case of LG fault types, fault
resistance more than 180 Ω, fault location more than 50% of the
TL, and fault inception angle in the range of 90–135°. Also, the
accuracy of the method decreases in case of LL fault types, fault
resistance more than 180 Ω, fault location more than 75% of the
TL, and fault inception angle in the range of 135–180°. It is clear
that the proposed method has a sufficiently good performance
for all of the fault conditions.

L. Discussion About Window Length and Time Step

The appropriate window length and time step of the proposed
method are selected using a trial and error-based approach. In the
following, more details regarding these selections are presented.

Different values of window length and time step are consid-
ered, and then accuracy and speed of the method are determined
for them. These results are tabulated in Table IV. All the sce-
narios mentioned in last sections are considered for selecting
desirable window length and time step. In this table, accuracy
of method is the average of the accuracy in four described sys-
tems. The index average fault detection time is the average of
the proposed method time delay and index maximum fault de-
tection time shows the maximum time delay at which faults can
be identified. As shown in Table IV, ten different cases are in-
vestigated, in which the window length is considered as constant
(window length = 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, and 14 ms) and
the value of the time step is varied from 0.5 to 2 ms with the
step of 0.5 ms (time step = 0.5, 1, 1.5, and 2 ms). Totally, 40
different scenarios are considered for the window length and

TABLE IV
RESULTS OF THE METHOD FOR DIFFERENT WINDOW LENGTHS

AND TIME STEPS

TABLE V
DELAY TIME AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

IN THE FOUR SYSTEMS

time step of the proposed method. Considering the presented
results in Table IV, window length and time step are considered
10 ms and 1 ms, respectively, by making a compromise between
accuracy and delay of the method.

M. Summary of the Results

In this section, the gathered results from the four described
systems are tabulated in Table V. In this table, the average
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TABLE VI
RESULTS OF COMPARISON WITH SOME OTHER SIMILAR METHODS

time for fault detection and its performance for each system
are presented. The average time is calculated by averaging the
fault detection time delays for all data of each system under the
different conditions. Also, the method performance is calculated
by dividing number of algorithm maloperations on all the test
cases. From the results, the delay time of the proposed method
is about 1.7 ms. Moreover, the proposed method has a desirable
accuracy in the different systems.

V. COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS METHODS

In this section, the performance and accuracy of the proposed
method are compared with some other similar approaches. All
the methods are evaluated using the same data under similar
conditions. The studied methods are briefly reviewed as follows.

1) Sample-to-sample comparison method [36]: In this
method, the difference between the present and previous
samples is calculated and it is compared to a threshold
value for detection of the fault. At the steady state of
the power system, the difference is expected to be a fixed
value, while it increases at faulty conditions, significantly.

2) Cycle-to-cycle comparison method [36]: This method is
based on the difference of sample values, which has a
distance of one cycle. This difference is expected to be
zero under the normal condition, whereas it would be
high enough after any fault occurrence.

3) Moving sum method [37]: This approach is based on the
calculation of one cycle summation on current samples
for one side of TLs. It is found on symmetrical nature
of current waveforms in power systems. Under the nor-
mal condition, the summation is near to zero. However, it
exceeds a predefined threshold under the fault condition.

4) Cumulative sum (CUSUM) method [38]: This method
compares values of the samples using a predetermined
drift parameter “v,” which is equal to the relay setting
current. It uses current samples s(k) and defines two com-
plementary signals s1(k), s2(k), which are positive and
negative parts of s(k). The CUSUM method has two in-
dices gk (1) and gk (2) as fault indices during positive and
negative cycles, respectively. If either of the indices ex-
ceeds the relay setting current, the fault is detected.

5) Difference in energy of S-transform for current sig-
nals [39]: S-transform has been widely used in fault

detection methods because of its superiority in localiz-
ing the instant of fault occurrence and simultaneously
providing good information about amplitude and phase of
voltage and current signals. In this method, current sig-
nals are processed through S-transform to generate some
certain frequency contours. In next step, the difference in
energy of each processed current signal is computed for
every half-cycle. If this difference reaches a predefined
threshold, the fault is detected.

6) Discrete wavelet transform of the current signal [40]:
Wavelet transform is an efficient means of analyzing tran-
sient currents and voltages in power system protections. In
this method, the three-phase currents of TL are analyzed
with db 4 mother wavelet to obtain the detail coefficients
over a moving window of half-cycle length. Summation
of these detail coefficients in the mentioned moving win-
dow is compared with a selected threshold. If this index
exceeds the threshold, the fault is detected.

7) Difference in the correlation coefficient of the current
signal [41]: This method is based on correlation coef-
ficients derived by the conventional correlation formula
for two half successive cycles of the current signal with
the same polarity. This method only needs measurement
of three-phase currents. Correlation coefficients magni-
tude is compared with a predefined threshold to detect
fault conditions.

In following, the performance of the proposed technique is
compared with the aforementioned methods based on five cri-
teria including accuracy, required average time and maximum
time for fault detection, threshold value in per-unit, and compu-
tational burden. The total number of these case studies is more
than 700. In Table VI, the results are tabulated. It is obvious that
the proposed method can successfully detect the faults, while
other methods have false operation in some cases. Moreover,
the average time delay of the proposed scheme is about 1.7 ms
and its maximum fault detection time is 4 ms. Also, the compu-
tational burden of the proposed method is considerably low in
comparison with the other methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

A simple fault detection algorithm for TLs was proposed. The
suggested algorithm is based on the moving average of the SSC
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signal. A new criterion using moving average concept is defined
for the detection of different faults. The results confirmed that
the proposed method can successfully handle controversial situ-
ations such as heavy load switching, fault with high resistances,
faults near boundaries, mutual coupling effects, noisy situation,
intercircuit faults, power swing circumstances, faults in series-
compensated lines, and CT saturation effects. Also, the results
approved that the performance of the method is independent of
the network structure. It only requires about 1.7 ms for fault
identification with a relatively low calculation burden.
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